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Welcome to MAO – Your Gateway to the World of Modeling
Hey there, I’m Stephan, and I’m here to introduce you to the exciting world of modeling through our platform, Model Agency One (MAO). Whether you’ve always dreamed of strutting your stuff in New York, gracing the runways of Paris, or making it big in Tokyo, we’ve got you covered. Tips, how to become a model! […]

Read more
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Become A Model: Build A Career – Learn, Free & Online
Unlock Your Modeling Potential with These Valuable Resources – Are you passionate about pursuing a modeling career but find yourself unsure of where to begin? Look no further! We have compiled a selection of comprehensive online guides, accompanied by an exclusive bonus, to help you embark on your modeling journey with confidence and success. Whether you’re […]

Read more
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Building a Modeling Portfolio: 6 Tips for New Face Models
Building a Modeling Portfolio – In today’s blog post, we’re delving into the exciting world of modeling and exploring the art of creating the perfect modeling portfolio. A well-crafted model portfolio is your ticket to standing out in the competitive modeling industry. Whether you’re just starting your modeling journey or looking to elevate your existing […]

Read more
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Walk Like a Male Model in Under a Minute! 8 Tips & Video
How to Walk Like a Male Model: Unveiling the Secrets of Confidence and Style! Have you ever admired the confident and stylish walks of male models and wondered how they do it? Well, today is your lucky day! In this insightful guide, Ivory from Agency Arizona shares essential tips that will help you master the […]

Read more
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How To Become A Model: Tips & Help | Become a model #1
Become A Model – Are you interested in pursuing a career in modeling? The modeling industry can offer incredible opportunities, especially for young talents. However, it also comes with challenges and uncertainties. In this guide, we’ll explore the world of modeling, covering topics like reputable agencies, the application process, agency types, and how to make […]

Read more
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Visiting Modeling Agencies: Your First Gosee / Casting + Checklist | Become a model #2
Visit a model agency – Congratulations on taking the next step in your modeling journey, after the first Become a model! Securing an invitation to meet with a modeling agency is a significant achievement, and proper preparation is crucial. In this step, we’ll guide you through how to make a fantastic first impression during your […]

Read more
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Hey there, I’m Stephan, and I’m here to introduce you to the exciting world of modeling through our platform, Model Agency One (MAO). Whether you’ve always dreamed of strutting your stuff in New York, gracing the runways of Paris, or making it big in Tokyo, we’ve got you covered. Tips, how to become a model!

Our Mission at MAO

At MAO, we’re on a mission to make dreams come true. Our goal is simple yet powerful: to provide young and aspiring talents, regardless of their age, with invaluable recommendations for the best modeling agencies worldwide. We’ve curated a list that includes the most vibrant and dynamic fashion cities, helping you find the perfect launchpad for your modeling career.



Discover Your Modeling Agency

Ready to take your first step towards becoming a model? Explore the world of modeling agencies on Model Agentur One. Our platform is your one-stop-shop for discovering top-tier agencies that can kickstart your journey.

Exploring the Diversity of Modeling Agencies

One thing I can’t stress enough is the incredible diversity within the modeling industry. There’s a place for everyone, regardless of your look or type. Whether you’re destined for TV commercials or the high fashion world, there’s an agency out there looking for your unique style. Model Agency One is your guide to finding the agency that aligns with your individuality.

Three Golden Modeling Tips

Let me share three indispensable tips for aspiring models:

	Evaluate the Agency’s Portfolio and Track Record
	Don’t Part with Your Hard-Earned Money
	Cast a Wide Net


Evaluate the Agency’s Portfolio and Track Record

Take a deep dive into the agency’s portfolio, examining their models, previous work, and prestigious clients. This glimpse will provide insights into their quality and experience.

Don’t Part with Your Hard-Earned Mone

Remember, legitimate agencies make their income by securing jobs for models, not by asking for money from hopeful talents.

If anybody wants money for a contract, don’t do it!


Cast a Wide Net

Don’t limit yourself to just one agency. Casting a wide net by applying to multiple agencies in your city can significantly increase your chances of finding the one that believes in you.

The Power of Polaroids

When it comes to your application, don’t stress about professional photos. Agencies often prefer Polaroids – natural, well-lit snapshots that capture your true essence. All you need is your trusty smartphone to create stunning portrait and full-body shots.

Ready to Take the Plunge? Let’s Dive In!

I’ll wrap things up with some words of encouragement. If you’re dreaming of a modeling career, go for it! It may not always be easy, but with dedication and hard work, your dreams can become a reality. And remember, we have more valuable insights waiting for you in my book, “The Model Book,” and on “The Model Podcast.” Your modeling journey starts here at Model Agentur One.
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Unlock Your Modeling Potential with These Valuable Resources – Are you passionate about pursuing a modeling career but find yourself unsure of where to begin? Look no further! We have compiled a selection of comprehensive online guides, accompanied by an exclusive bonus, to help you embark on your modeling journey with confidence and success. Whether you’re taking your first steps or aiming to elevate your modeling career, these resources will serve as your go-to reference.

All articles, book, podcast, app by Stephan M. Czaja, CM Models 🙏 Author of The Model Book. Listen for free Model Podcast!

Navigating the Modeling World: Build A Career

10 free guides for you!

How To Become A Model 🤔 Tips & Help

Begin your modeling journey with a comprehensive guide that offers essential insights into the industry. Learn the ropes, understand the prerequisites, and set a strong foundation for your career.

	How To Become A Model?


Visiting Modeling Agencies: Your First Gosee / Casting + Checklist

Navigating your first go-see or casting call can be intimidating. Our checklist will arm you with the knowledge and tools to make a remarkable impression and increase your chances of securing your dream agency.

	Casting In A Model Agency


Building A Strong Model Portfolio for Castings and Jobs

Your model portfolio is your calling card. Discover the secrets to crafting a compelling and professional portfolio that will leave a lasting impression on clients and agencies alike.

	Building A Strong Model Portfolio


Modeling Agencies: A Behind-The-Scenes Look at Management

Delve into the inner workings of modeling agencies to understand what they seek in models and how they operate behind closed doors.

	Modeling Agencies BTS
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Taking Charge of Your Modeling Career

Self-Employed: From Business to Accounting

For those pursuing self-employment in modeling, this guide provides crucial insights into managing finances and establishing a successful business within the industry.

	Self-Employed


Exclusive contracts of modeling agencies

Discover the benefits and considerations of exclusive contracts with top modeling agencies in your country. Make informed decisions that align with your career goals.

	Exclusive contracts?!


Important:

“Only get exclusive if it’s one of the top agencies in your country!”


You find the leading agencies here with us!

	Best Model Agencies in the World


Exploring Your Options: Diverse Modeling Jobs and Buyouts

Explore the array of modeling opportunities, from online shops to family photoshoots. Gain an understanding of buyouts and how they can enhance your income.

	Jobs and Buyouts


Modeling Jobs: Online shops and family shootings

Dive deeper into niche modeling categories, such as online shops and family photography. Uncover the unique opportunities these fields offer and learn how to excel within them.

	Model Jobs


Specialized Modeling: Beauty, Hand, Hair, and More

Explore the world of specialized modeling roles, including beauty, hand, and hair modeling. Discover what it takes to excel in these distinctive categories.

	Beauty Models


Modeling Jobs: Showroom, Runway, and Fashion Shows

Prepare to grace the runway with confidence. This guide will equip you with the knowledge needed to excel in showroom modeling, runway shows, and high-fashion assignments.

	Fashion Show Models
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Exclusive Bonus Content

In addition to our comprehensive guides, we offer exclusive bonus materials to further enhance your modeling journey:

	Casting Q&A: Free Online Tool
	Casting Checklist: Prepare
	Get Scouted! Modeling Agencies and Hashtags on Instagram
	Brand Quiz: Test Your Knowledge
	Time Zone Converter: Organize Appointments


Deepen Your Knowledge

We believe in continuous learning and growth. Explore these additional resources to expand your modeling expertise:

	Model Podcast
	The Model Book
	Model App


[image: ]

Tutorials for Aspiring Models

In addition to our guides and resources, we provide tutorials designed to equip you with essential modeling skills:

	Walk Like a Male Model in Under a Minute
	Building a Modeling Portfolio


With these invaluable resources at your disposal, you’ll be well-prepared to pursue your modeling aspirations. Whether you’re seeking to break into the industry or take your career to new heights, our guides and bonus materials provide comprehensive knowledge and essential tools. Stay tuned for future posts offering in-depth insights, additional tips, and advanced strategies to further enrich your modeling journey. Your path to success begins here.
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Building a Modeling Portfolio – In today’s blog post, we’re delving into the exciting world of modeling and exploring the art of creating the perfect modeling portfolio. A well-crafted model portfolio is your ticket to standing out in the competitive modeling industry. Whether you’re just starting your modeling journey or looking to elevate your existing portfolio, these valuable tips and insights will guide you towards creating a portfolio that showcases your unique style and versatility.  Learn, free, online! Back to overview: Become A Model.

Tip 1: Choose the Right Portfolio

Your journey towards the perfect modeling portfolio begins with selecting the right format. While electronic portfolios are practical and convenient, there’s something timeless and personal about a physical portfolio that you can flip through. Portfolio folders can be found in various sizes and designs at stores like Takealot, CNA, or any stationary shop. Pick one that resonates with your style and preferences.

By wy, the tips are amazing for printed, but also books on tablets and your smartphone – it’s about the images and the selection.


Super short:

	Decide between electronic or physical formats.
	Consider the timeless appeal of a physical portfolio.
	Find stylish portfolio folders at stores like Takealot or CNA.


Tip 2: Collaborate with a Photographer

A pivotal step in building your modeling portfolio is collaborating with a talented photographer for a test shoot. You have two options here: find a photographer with reasonable rates or propose a mutually beneficial collaboration. During these initial shoots, focus on showcasing your natural beauty. Opt for fresh, dewy skin over heavy makeup and keep styling minimal. These images will lay the foundation of your portfolio.

	Partner with a skilled photographer for a test shoot.
	Explore options with reasonable rates or mutually beneficial collaborations.
	Emphasize showcasing your natural beauty with minimal makeup and styling.


How To Video

How to video by Bianca Koyabe x ICE Models.



Tip 3: Categorize Your Shots

To create a diverse and captivating portfolio, categorize your images into three or four main categories. Start with active or fitness shots to highlight your range of movement and physique. Include swimwear or lingerie shots to demonstrate your adaptability in various settings. Additionally, incorporate glam and editorial shots to showcase your versatility. Experiment with makeup and hairstyles for a more dramatic look.

	Create diverse categories like active/fitness, swimwear/lingerie, glam/editorial.
	Showcase your range and versatility.
	Experiment with makeup and hairstyles for variety.


Tip 4: Choose the Right Photographer

Selecting the right photographer is crucial for achieving the desired look in your portfolio. Look for photographers who excel not only in capturing great images but also in post-processing and editing. Your goal is to have your skin look natural, avoiding excessive retouching. Research photographers whose work aligns with your skin tone and style to ensure that your portfolio authentically represents you.

	Select a photographer skilled in capturing and editing.
	Aim for a natural look with minimal retouching.
	Align with a photographer matching your style and skin tone.


Tip 5: Curate Your Portfolio

Remember, your portfolio is a curated collection of your best work, not an exhaustive catalog. Carefully select images that showcase your range and style. A well-rounded portfolio typically includes three shots from each of the three primary categories: headshot, mid-shot, and full-body. The emphasis should always be on quality over quantity.

	Select your best work to showcase range and style.
	Include headshots, mid-shots, and full-body shots.
	Prioritize quality over quantity.


Tip 6: Don’t Stress About Portfolio Size

Don’t feel pressured to amass a massive portfolio right from the start. You can begin with a USB stick and gradually expand it as you gain more experience and accumulate high-quality images. Modeling agencies understand that you’re in the process of building your portfolio, so focus on showcasing your proactive approach and eagerness to invest in your career.

	Start small and expand as you gain experience.
	Agencies understand you’re building your portfolio.
	Focus on showing your proactive approach and commitment.


Conclusion: Crafting the perfect modeling portfolio

Crafting the perfect modeling portfolio is an essential step in establishing your presence in the modeling industry. A thoughtfully composed portfolio can impress agencies and clients alike, opening doors to exciting opportunities. Remember, your uniqueness and versatility should shine through in every image. If you’d like to see examples of portfolios or explore more insights, check out related links in the description below. Stay confident, stay proactive, and success will undoubtedly follow. Your portfolio is your canvas—let your individuality take center stage. Until next time, best of luck on your modeling journey!

Become A Model: Learn, free, online!

Unlock Your Modeling Potential with These Valuable Resources – Are you passionate about pursuing a modeling career but find yourself unsure of where to begin? Look no further! We have compiled a selection of comprehensive online guides, accompanied by an exclusive bonus, to help you embark on your modeling journey with confidence and success.

	Become A Model


Listen for free on Spotify, YouTube, Apple and everywhere else:

	Model Podcast
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How to Walk Like a Male Model: Unveiling the Secrets of Confidence and Style! Have you ever admired the confident and stylish walks of male models and wondered how they do it? Well, today is your lucky day! In this insightful guide, Ivory from Agency Arizona shares essential tips that will help you master the art of walking like a male model. Let’s dive right in and discover what it takes to exude confidence and charm with every step. Learn how to walk for your next showroom or fashion show. Learn, free, online! Back to overview: Become A Model.

Tip 1: Good Posture

The first step to walking like a male model is to maintain excellent posture. Stand tall and straight, as good posture is the foundation of confidence and elegance. A mirror can be your best friend for checking your posture and ensuring you look poised.

Tip 2: Keep Your Shoulders Back

Achieve that striking male model look by keeping your shoulders back. Square them and let them relax, adding an extra touch of poise to your stride. This simple adjustment can work wonders for your overall appearance.

How To Video

By Agency Arizona.



Tip 3: Relax Your Hands and Arms

For a fluid and graceful walk, make sure your hands and arms are relaxed. Avoid stiffness and let your arms sway naturally as you move. This will add to the effortless charm of your walk.

Tip 4: Maintain a Straight Gaze

Fix your gaze on a point ahead of you while walking. This not only makes you appear focused and purposeful but also adds an air of mystery and confidence to your stride.

Tip 5: Utilize Longer Strides

Male models are known for their confident, long strides. Emulate this by using your legs to take purposeful, elongated steps. Longer strides contribute to a commanding presence and an elegant walk.

Tip 6: Maintain a Pacing Rhythm

While taking longer strides, be mindful of your pacing rhythm. Find a comfortable tempo that suits your style, ensuring your walk remains smooth and balanced.

Tip 7: Keep it Casual

To perfect your male model walk, maintain a casual and relaxed appearance. Imagine you’re strolling down the street with ease. This laid-back approach makes your walk look effortless and approachable.

Tip 8: Confidence is Key

Above all else, remember that confidence is the secret ingredient to a male model’s walk. Believe in yourself, your style, and your presence. Confidence is magnetic and leaves a lasting impression on those around you.

Conclusion: 8 Tips for You!

Now that you’ve learned these valuable tips, you’re well on your way to walking like a male model. Practice these techniques diligently, and remember that confidence is your most potent weapon. With good posture, relaxed hands, and a commanding presence, you can confidently stride through any situation, leaving a lasting impression. Embrace your inner model, and let your walk speak volumes!

Things You Need to Know for Your First Show

Fashion trade shows and shows will be taking place in all big cities. In general, every fashion trade show has a big retail center.  Manufacturer and retailer show their products in rags, while buyer and media representatives browse through the latest collection and look at different garments.

	showroom or fashion shows
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Become A Model: Learn, free, online!

Unlock Your Modeling Potential with These Valuable Resources – Are you passionate about pursuing a modeling career but find yourself unsure of where to begin? Look no further! We have compiled a selection of comprehensive online guides, accompanied by an exclusive bonus, to help you embark on your modeling journey with confidence and success.

	Become A Model


Listen for free on Spotify, YouTube, Apple and everywhere else:

	Model Podcast
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Become A Model – Are you interested in pursuing a career in modeling? The modeling industry can offer incredible opportunities, especially for young talents. However, it also comes with challenges and uncertainties. In this guide, we’ll explore the world of modeling, covering topics like reputable agencies, the application process, agency types, and how to make informed choices. Join us on this journey as we provide valuable insights to help you kickstart or enhance your modeling career. Learn everything about good & bad model agencies. Let’s start with the #1 step of “Become a model”. Learn, free, online! Back to overview: Become A Model.

Tips by Stephan M. Czaja, CM Models. Author of The Model Book. Listen for free Model Podcast!

Find a Model Agency: What’s important to know? 🤔

What is important when you are looking for an agency?

The Role of Modeling Agencies

Models have the option to work independently or with the support of a modeling agency. While it’s possible to go solo, having a contract with a reputable agency is highly advisable. Here’s why:

Quality Job Opportunities

Firstly, an agency ensures you secure quality jobs – and by “quality,” I mean the kind that can significantly advance your career. They have the connections and industry know-how to make this happen.

Protection and Guidance

Additionally, a modeling agency plays a crucial role in safeguarding your interests. They’ll ensure you only work with reputable clients, particularly when considering international gigs. Furthermore, they protect you from potential issues like underpayment or contractual disputes.

Support and Improvement

Moreover, your modeling agency acts as your partner in your journey to success. They offer support and guidance, helping you identify areas where you can improve. They provide access to an exclusive network of industry contacts, casting opportunities, and job placements.

Balancing Education and Modeling

Starting your modeling career early is ideal, but education should remain a top priority. Balancing school and modeling during your formative years can set you on the right path.

Finding the Right Modeling Agency

So, how do you go about finding the perfect agency? The modeling world boasts a wide array of agencies, varying in size, reputation, and specialization. To start your search, the internet is your best friend. It’s convenient and accessible, especially if you’re based near a major city.

Google that way:

	Modeling agency and add…. New York, Paris, Milan, London, Los Angeles, Hong Kong, Shanghai, etc.
	Note > smaller towns are usually not worth it
	At the end of the book you will find further recommendations!


Check and compare:

	Website
	Instagram
	TikTok
	…


The best way to find a good model agency near you?

	Model Agency One


Leveraging Big City Opportunities

Remember, larger cities offer more modeling opportunities. Big advertising agencies and companies often reside in these urban hubs, presenting a wealth of modeling prospects. To begin your search, try queries like “Modeling agency in New York,” “Paris modeling agencies,” or similar terms for cities of interest.

Vetting Reputable Agencies

While online research is essential, it’s equally important to vet potential agencies carefully. How can you determine if an agency is reputable? One approach is to consult online lists that catalog modeling agencies and regularly update their rankings. Prominent sources like the Vogue list or the Lukinski list can be quite insightful.

Personal Evaluation

However, don’t rely solely on these lists. In addition, consider seeking out experienced bookers and agents who have valuable industry connections. Regardless of your approach, as a dedicated model, it’s essential to personally evaluate agencies before submitting your application. This hands-on approach ensures you align yourself with an agency that best suits your aspirations and ambitions.

Further Recommendations

Stay tuned for further recommendations at the end of this guide, where we’ll delve deeper into your modeling journey.

How to ACTUALLY become a model in 2024? Advices

Just a tip, enjoy this wonderful video by Noelle Martinez from Wilhelmina Models.



How to Find a Good Model Agency? 😍

First, let’s see the quick checklist:

	Check	Explanation
	Agency’s Online Presence	Reputable agencies maintain a clean website and active social media presence on platforms like Instagram and TikTok.
	Online Reviews	Check online reviews from models and clients to form your own impression, as reviews can vary in accuracy and bias.
	Model Roster Quality	Evaluate the agency’s model roster by looking for perfect measurements, unique looks, and high-quality images.
	Reliable Clients	Investigate the agency’s clients and campaigns through their model board, blog, and social media channels.


Agency website, Instagram, TikTok – Check #1

A reputable agency has a reputable website. A simple and clean design with high quality images and board, and information about the team. Just one more thing: there are agents that have great networks but not an own website or agency.

Online Reviews – Check #2

Dig through the Internet for reviews of other models or clients about the agency in order to get a better impression of the agency (you should read sufficient review and assessments of the agency). Note: consider these assessments as notes but get yourself an own impression. Not every review is the truth and some just cannot stand being rejected and leave bad reviews.

Amount and Level of Models – Check #3

Look at the model board of an agency and take your time, compare it with other agencies, to evaluate the quality of clients and jobs. These criteria will help: do the models have perfect measurements and an edgy face? Are the images of high quality? Once you have looked at several agency homepages you will soon see the difference between smaller and bigger ones and the respective high quality, exclusive model boards and usual ones. Just ask yourself the question: “do I fit in there?” And then you will find out, which agency is for the high fashion market and which one more for the commercial market.

Reliable Clients – Check #4

You will find good information via the model board. Do you know the campaigns or clients? A quick look into the blog or directly on clients site of the agency or social media channel will also help.

How to Find a Bad Model Agency? 😠

Dubious agencies: Be careful!


Here are some more aspects you should consider when you are looking for an agency for the first time. You can basically always rely on: does the agency work with big clients and international models? If the answer is yes, it is a good agency. And what you can also consider, I summed up for you in the following:

	Check	Explanation
	Agency’s Online Presence	Reputable agencies maintain a clean website and active social media presence on platforms like Instagram and TikTok.
	Online Reviews	Check online reviews from models and clients to form your own impression, as reviews can vary in accuracy and bias.
	Model Roster Quality	Evaluate the agency’s model roster by looking for perfect measurements, unique looks, and high-quality images.
	Reliable Clients	Investigate the agency’s clients and campaigns through their model board, blog, and social media channels.


Good agencies don’t charge expenses – Check #1

Reputable agencies will never ask you to pay a fee in order to be represented or whatsoever. If an agency tells you to pay money you should leave that one.

No webpage or devious webpage – Check #2

At first glance you won’t find information about the team, address or registered office of the agency, as well as contact details like the telephone number. In short, if you cannot find out where the agency is located and who works for the agency, it is not reputable. No agency is working with Instagram only.

By the way Instagram: Be careful if you get Instagram DMs by random people on Instagram called themself “Scouts” for big agencies, they are not! We get messages everyday by young people who got scammed on Instagram. Sometimes they paid $2.000, $3.000 to a scammer.


Again: Good model agencies don’t charge expenses!


Too many models – Check #3

A lot of webpages will offer you to work without an agency. Clients will consider quality. If you are listed within an online platform with thousands of semi-professional models, your market value will decrease.

No requirements – Check #4

Just being taken into an agency without requirements or meeting. Renowned agencies will always want to meet you. There are official castings or meetings via Skype.

No work with reputable clients – Check #5

If there is no proof of work with clients, there will be none. So pay attention if the agency is actually active and offers you something.

Application: Now it’s up to you!

In some agencies you can apply via form on the website, others prefer emails. Before we look into how to search for agencies we will have a quick look at a template that you can use for all applications via email. You already have your first set of polaroids and your measurements. Now you can write all these details and save them. Send them along with your measurements and pictures. For new faces, polaroids are enough.

Checklist for your model application

Here is a checklist for your application:

	Name, surname
	Address
	Email
	Phone number
	Height
	Bust, waist, hips
	Clothing size
	Shoe size
	Hair colour
	Eye colour


Things that could get you a modeling contract!



Now you have everything – measurements, polaroids, application and a list of great agencies. The uniqueness like beautiful eyes or lips, simple edgy marks like a tooth gap or mole, long not coloured hair and your charisma. And self-confidence and positivity. If you meet the requirements of the agency and bookers like you, they will invite you to a meeting into the agency. But wait – what kinds of agencies are there?

Modeling Agencies: Just a Bonus

Modeling agencies serve as the primary channel for models to secure work. These agencies are typically run by owners and staff who connect models with job opportunities. Their services include job bookings, career management, travel planning, and networking.

There are various types of modeling agencies:

Mother Agencies & Management

Mother agencies focus on placing models with international agencies. They may solely handle model placements or also have their own clients. They play a crucial role in coordinating international opportunities and offer a comprehensive package for models.

Boutique Agencies: “Small Model Agency”

Boutique agencies, often found in major cities, cater exclusively to local clients. They maintain strong connections within their respective cities and may also act as mother agencies.

Single Bookers / Mother Agents: “Single Model Agency”

Independent bookers work outside traditional agencies. They rely on their established networks and experience, often having worked for larger agencies previously. They represent a select number of models and may scout talent in various settings. They usually do not do castings and jobs but bring you the right photographers and bigger agencies like London, Paris, New York.

Model Platforms: Don’t do this!

These online platforms allow models to register without fees. While they promise direct client access, they don’t provide essential services like portfolio development, guidance, or networking. Be cautious when considering these platforms.

They earn money by thousands of models, getting listed. Not by jobs.


That’s it!

If you enjoy reading more about the world of modeling, check out these articles by our quest author Stephan M. Czaja from CM Models about: Visting Modeling Agencies.

Step #2 – Visit a Model Agency

What do you need to know for your first model agency visit? Learn more, included introduction videos for models.

	Casting / Visit in a Model Agency
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Visit a model agency – Congratulations on taking the next step in your modeling journey, after the first Become a model! Securing an invitation to meet with a modeling agency is a significant achievement, and proper preparation is crucial. In this step, we’ll guide you through how to make a fantastic first impression during your visit. Whether you’re an experienced model or a new face, these tips will help you shine during your agency meeting. Learn, free, online! Back to overview: Become A Model.

Tips by Stephan M. Czaja, CM Models. Author of The Model Book. Listen for free Model Podcast!

Your First Visit to a Modeling Agency

Congratulations if you’ve received an invitation to meet with a modeling agency! This is a significant step, and preparation is key. Here’s how to make a great first impression:

As an Experienced Model

Bring a selection of versatile portfolio pictures and arrive on time. A good night’s sleep is essential to look your best. Maintain a clean and natural appearance.

You know what to do!


As a New Face

While you may not need pictures, dressing appropriately and punctuality are vital. A simple outfit and a smile can go a long way in making a positive impression. Modeling should be your priority, so demonstrate your commitment.

No matter if you are experienced or a new face: Alwayas remember to stay positive and enthusiastic; your attitude matters. However, do not pretend; always be natural. If you are shy, be shy.


Remember that a modeling agency values your commitment and motivation. Your readiness to attend castings and jobs is crucial. Lack of availability can lead to missed opportunities.

Model Docu: Casting at Wilhelmina Models

Casting at Wilhelmia Models in Denver.



The Gosee at an Agency and Casting Process

The typical gosee at an agency can vary in duration. Here’s what you need to know:

Arrival at the Model Agency: Be on Time!

Being punctual is vital in the modeling industry. Arrive on time, neither too early nor too late. Bigger agencies follow set procedures, and early arrival can disrupt their schedules.

Procedure of the Catsing

During the introduction, you’ll have the opportunity to present yourself, discuss your motivations, and showcase any unique talents. If you have a model book, the booker will review it and provide feedback. Be honest and genuine, as the agent may become your primary contact in the agency.

Short Catwalk

Be prepared to demonstrate your walk. While every model has a unique style, there are essential elements to master, such as walking to the rhythm of the music and maintaining a confident posture.

Introduction Video

The introduction video is a crucial aspect of the casting process. Here’s what it typically includes:

	Introduction: Keep it brief and include your name, age, and height
	Portrait: The video will capture your face from different angles: straight, left profile, right profile
	Full Body: Similar to portraits, but you’ll also turn to show your backside
	Walk: Your walk will be recorded, showcasing your ability to convey various emotions. Pose naturally but not like a photoshoot


This is How an Introduction Video looks like



Being Accepted by an Agency

Once you’ve completed the agency’s casting process, you may need to wait for their decision. Some models receive options and contracts immediately, while others are discussed within the team. Remember, patience is key. If you haven’t heard back in a couple of weeks, consider reaching out for feedback.

Checklist: Preparation before the Visit

	Appropriate clothing
	Portfolio pictures
	Punctuality


Checklist: Appearance

	Be humble and patient
	Understand the difference between a gosee and a casting
	Master the walk and posing
	Be prepared for polaroids and walk videos


Your journey as a model has just begun. Finding the right modeling agency is the first step towards a successful career. To thrive in this competitive industry, focus on building a strong portfolio for castings and clients. For more insights on creating the perfect model book, read our article on how to craft a strong model book.

By Stephan M. Czaja, Head Booker at CM Models from ‘The Model Book’

Step #3 – Your Model Book

The good old model book, a real must-have as a model. At castings, jobs and visiting agencies your book is your support. Even if you meet other models, you will always exchange your books and have a look at them.

	Model Book
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In the world of modeling, your model book is your ultimate tool – printed or on tablet (most common). It’s your passport to casting calls, job opportunities, and agency visits. Not only is it essential for professional interactions, but it’s also a way to connect with fellow models who often exchange and review each other’s books. Your model book showcases your best work from previous jobs and test shoots, allowing clients and agencies to gauge your modeling prowess, including your range of facial expressions and poses. Learn, free, online! Back to overview: Become A Model.

Tips by Stephan M. Czaja, CM Models. Author of The Model Book. Listen for free Model Podcast!

The Evolution of Model Portfolios

From Physical Books to Digital Tablets and Phones – While you may not frequently use your model book in everyday life, it becomes invaluable when you’re casting internationally or vying for significant modeling assignments. Many modeling agencies offered their models customized model books, complete with branding in the past.

Investing in Your Model Book

However, as a new model, you might need to invest in your first model book. In such cases, you should prioritize quality and consider additional features such as space for sedcards (model comp cards) and business cards. By doing so, you’ll be well-prepared for castings, equipped with everything you need in one place: your portfolio, sedcards, and agency’s business cards. Handing over your model book can significantly boost your chances of landing the job.



The Digital Evolution of Model Portfolios

It’s important to note that the way models present their portfolios has evolved over the years. In the 1990s and early 2000s, physical model books were the norm. However, with the advancement of technology, many models now use their tablets or smartphones to showcase their portfolios. This digital approach offers convenience and versatility, allowing models to quickly access and share their work, especially when time is of the essence or a tablet is not available.

Choosing the Right Model Book (Printed)

If your agency doesn’t provide you with a customized model book, you’ll need to select one yourself. Here are some essential criteria to consider:

	Quality
	Size
	Prints


Quality

Your model book should exude quality. The material should be well-maintained and clean. Given that many people will see your book, it’s crucial to ensure it looks impeccable. Check out these tips for model portfolios.

Size

The international standard for model books is influenced by American requirements. The standard picture size is 9″x12″ inches (equivalent to DIN A4 size). This size ensures your pictures are adequately sized for viewers.

Prints

Consider where you should print your pictures. Commonly, pictures in your model book should be of a size similar to 20x30cm, which is the largest format for regular picture printers.

The Importance of Picture Quality

One aspect of creating an effective model book is the quality of the photographs. It’s a common concern among new models: How can you make sure clients will take a serious look at your book during castings? The key lies in showcasing your versatility as a model. The more diverse and high-quality your pictures are, the more appealing you become to clients. Your book should demonstrate your ability to adapt to various styles and settings, giving clients confidence in your suitability for their projects.

Picture Selection

To maximize your chances of success, position your best pictures at the beginning of your model book. This strategic move ensures that even in hectic casting environments, clients will immediately see your top work. You don’t need an entire book filled with pictures; quality always outweighs quantity. A few excellent pictures that showcase your range as a model are sufficient.

On tablets, it’s the same. Quality first! Best images first!




Test Shoots and Quality

Building a strong model book should never be rushed. Instead, prioritize working with exceptional photographers to capture high-quality images. Remember, clients seek excellence for their brands, so your book should reflect that commitment to quality.

For new faces, it’s acceptable to admit that you are still developing your portfolio during castings. Once you’re with an agency and have completed successful test shoots, you’ll start receiving requests via social media. This attention serves as a compliment and indicates that your career is progressing.

Selective Collaboration

As you gain experience, you’ll become more selective in choosing test shoots. Not every opportunity is beneficial for your book or career. Avoid overexposing yourself on platforms like Facebook or Instagram, as it can diminish your exclusivity and professional value. Aim to collaborate with handpicked photographers who will enhance your portfolio.

Model Book Checklist

A successful model book should include:

	A high-quality book with a thick hardcover and extra space for printed sedcards (usually DIN A5 format).
	Clear pages for displaying approximately forty pictures (front and back).
	Business cards from your agency.
	Best pictures positioned at the front of the book to make a strong initial impression.
	Versatility demonstrated through a diverse selection of your top-quality pictures.
	You can be transparent about your book being a work in progress as a new face.


Quality Over Quantity

When it comes to test shoots and collaborations with photographers, always prioritize quality over quantity. Be discerning in your choices to ensure that every addition to your book contributes to its overall excellence.

Now that you have a comprehensive understanding of how to create a standout model book, you can focus on impressing photographers for test shoots. Remember, it’s the quality and impact of your portfolio that will leave a lasting impression.

Read more about test shootings and photographers for models.
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Behind the Scenes of a Modeling Agency – Let’s take a peek behind the scenes of a modeling agency to understand its essential functions. A modeling agency’s core divisions include scouting and booking. Their primary mission is to establish a robust network encompassing photographers, magazines, models, scouts, and clients. Additionally, agencies continually seek fresh talent. Learn, free, online! Back to overview: Become A Model.

Tips by Stephan M. Czaja, CM Models. Author of The Model Book. Listen for free Model Podcast!

A Day in the Life of a Model Agent

My day typically starts in the office or café, accompanied by the first cappuccino. I begin by checking emails, organizing information from the previous day, and attending to new inquiries. My role involves model management, which includes communicating with clients, negotiating contracts and conditions, and planning models’ travels. Over time, I become intimately familiar with each model’s journey, from initial casting to coaching, test shoots, and campaigns.

The Role of Modeling Agencies

Your modeling agency plays a pivotal role from the outset of your career. Agencies serve as the intersection between commercial clients and models, boasting personal and exclusive connections, a professional network, and a handpicked selection of models. Being represented by a renowned agency significantly boosts your chances of securing substantial opportunities, even as a newcomer.

Booking Inquiries: The Path to Success

Booking inquiries are the lifeblood of a model’s career. These inquiries can originate from personal contacts nurtured by the agency over time or through clients discovering the agency online. Regardless of the source, email remains the primary means of communication, facilitating organized exchanges of information, including location, date, and attachments like dispositions, PDF files, flight bookings, tickets, pictures, and videos.

The Anatomy of a Booking Inquiry

A booking inquiry typically outlines the project’s details and the desired model’s characteristics, which can range from specific traits to general attributes like height, clothing size, skin tone, and hair color. Modeling agencies and agents use their experience to evaluate job offers based on factors like payment, media exposure, and career impact before presenting suitable opportunities to their models.

Selection Criteria: The Competitive Edge

Selection criteria vary based on the job’s nature and the model’s experience level. New faces may secure smaller assignments, while professional models are considered for more significant opportunities. An experienced model’s advantage lies in high-quality portfolio images, talent, and prior experience, often leading to direct bookings by clients.

Timely Responses: Key to Success

Modeling agencies prioritize prompt responses to inquiries and readily provide necessary materials, such as photographs, when requested. Quick and efficient communication is essential, as it increases the likelihood of securing coveted jobs.

Always Be Reachable

Being readily reachable is crucial in the modeling industry. In a highly competitive field with new models constantly entering the scene, quick responses to inquiries are vital. Maintain open lines of communication through email, social networks, and messaging apps to stay informed and seize the best opportunities.

Internal Competition and Commitment

New models face fierce competition within their agencies, where seasoned models often have established relationships. To thrive, demonstrate your commitment from day one. Make yourself available seven days a week, as agencies and clients operate on various schedules, including nights and weekends. Stay accessible during holidays, as the modeling industry demands flexibility and dedication.

The Challenge of Standing Out

Competition is intense in the modeling world, with hundreds of applicants vying for spots at reputable agencies every day. Agencies receive thousands of applications yearly, making it essential to stand out from the crowd.

Discovering New Models: The Role of Scouts

Model scouts play a pivotal role in discovering fresh talent. They review applications, scout models in various locations, and actively seek new faces. Scouting success stories often involve chance encounters, and if a reputable agent approaches you, your prospects are promising.

What Scouts Look For!

Scouts primarily focus on height and portfolio images when evaluating applications. Established models generally have a higher chance of securing jobs, as they require less investment in terms of time and development compared to newcomers.

Building Your Portfolio

Once scouted, agencies work to build your portfolio. They have connections with magazines and photographers, providing you access to opportunities that can elevate your career.

	Model portfolio: explained!
	6 tips for your model portfolio


Modeling Agencies: A Global Network

Model scouts and bookers at agencies go beyond job placement. They network at events, coordinate collaborations with foreign agencies, and establish connections worldwide. Partner agencies on multiple continents ensure models can work internationally, always refreshing their portfolio with new faces.
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Becoming a model in major cities like New York and Los Angeles can be incredibly challenging, especially once you’ve completed your initial jobs. In this chapter, we will explore the journey of self-employment in the modeling industry, including business registration, running your modeling business, and achieving success. We’ll also discuss the legal considerations for new and young models, as well as the financial aspects of modeling. Learn, free, online! Back to overview: Become A Model.

Tips by Stephan M. Czaja, CM Models. Author of The Model Book. Listen for free Model Podcast!

Starting Your Modeling Business Step by Step

Let’s break down the process of establishing your modeling business:

1. Becoming a Model: Legal Form

One of the first questions new models ask is about the best legal form for their modeling career. This decision becomes crucial once you start earning money from modeling assignments.

2. Setting Up Your Business: Simplicity for Models

When you register your modeling business, you’ll need to decide whether to pay VAT (Value Added Tax) or operate as a small business without VAT. Understanding this choice is essential, as it affects your accounting and financial reporting.

3. Accounting for Models

Accounting may seem daunting, but it’s a necessary part of your modeling career. We’ll explore how to manage your finances as a model, especially when it comes to earnings and expenses.

4. Financial Statements: Profits and Net Income

Models often wonder how long they should operate as a small business. We’ll delve into the advantages and suitability of this legal form for both part-time and full-time models.

Important Note: Consult with Professionals

Before embarking on your modeling journey, it’s crucial to consult with your parents or seek advice from an accountant if you are older. These professionals can offer invaluable guidance in navigating the complexities of the modeling business.

Understanding Self-Employment in Modeling

Why is it necessary to establish your own business as a model? Unlike traditional employment, where you receive a fixed monthly salary and adhere to set working conditions, modeling involves working with various companies, each with its payment terms and working hours. As a model, you are considered self-employed, and registering your business with the local trade office becomes a critical step in your career.

Choosing the Right Legal Form

When registering your modeling business, you’ll encounter a choice between paying VAT and operating as a small business without it. This decision impacts your accounting and financial reporting. Opting for a small business simplifies your financial obligations, requiring only general accounting and a straightforward profit and net income method for calculating earnings and expenses.

Streamlining Accounting for Models

Models typically don’t need complex financial statements. General accounting, which involves collecting invoices and comparing earnings to expenses, suffices in most cases worldwide. You’ll need to maintain accurate records of all receipts and invoices for several years, as requested by tax authorities. Using a physical folder for document storage is recommended to ensure nothing gets lost or deleted accidentally.

Fulltime or Part-Time Modeling

Models enjoy the flexibility of managing their time, allowing them to work part-time or alongside other commitments, such as school. Starting a small business is feasible even while pursuing education.

Private Liability

It’s essential to exercise caution and avoid taking financial risks in your modeling endeavors. Remember that you are personally liable for your business’s financial obligations. Focus on saving money rather than borrowing, especially from the outset.

Income and Expense Tracking

Maintaining accuracy in your accounting process is crucial. Keep records of all expenses and earnings, both in physical form and digitally. Create a comprehensive list that allows you to compare profits and expenses at the end of the year.

End-of-Year Financial Statement

At the end of each year, you’ll need to perform a profit and net income calculation and present it to the tax office. This calculation is relatively straightforward and relies on the money in your account. If you have questions, don’t hesitate to contact your tax office for guidance.

Insurance for Modeling Jobs

Lastly, remember to secure appropriate insurance coverage for your modeling assignments, especially if you’re not covered by family insurance or still in school or university.
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In various fields like music, entertainment, and fashion, you’ve likely come across the concept of “adhesion/exclusive contracts.” These agreements restrict artists from making independent decisions and bind them for extended periods. Learn, free, online! Back to overview: Become A Model.

Tips by Stephan M. Czaja, CM Models. Author of The Model Book. Listen for free Model Podcast!

Exclusive Contracts in the Modeling Industry

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, models are considered self-employed because they work with different companies, don’t have fixed working hours, and receive varying earnings. Due to this distinction from regular employees, self-employed individuals cannot be tied exclusively to a single company. Such an arrangement would exempt the company from paying social security contributions, such as health insurance and pension plans. In Germany, this practice, known as “false self-employment,” is a criminal offense. Consequently, issuing exclusive contracts between agencies and models is prohibited in the United States.

Only get exclusive if it’s one of the leading agencies in your country!


Voluntary Collaboration with Modeling Agencies

When a model decides to work with an agency, it should be a voluntary choice. This voluntary collaboration reflects the agency’s trust in the model’s potential and the belief that investing in the model’s career is worthwhile. However, the situation differs overseas, where exclusive contracts with extended terms, often spanning five to six years, are common. Therefore, if you choose to work with an agency in such regions, you must be absolutely certain about your decision, as there is usually no turning back. It’s essential to have a reliable mother agency that can negotiate favorable terms on your behalf.

Note: Overseas Agency Contracts

These considerations may not apply to agencies with registered offices overseas. In such cases, contracts may include terms like exclusive provisions, contractual penalties, and higher commissions.

Exclusive Contracts for Prominent Brands

Exclusive contracts are typical in the modeling industry, particularly for bigger, high-end, international brands and campaigns. These agreements restrict models from working with other companies during the contract’s duration. In exchange, models receive substantial compensation, and the company gains the right to use the model’s image as a key element of its brand identity. Such contracts are favored for long-term bookings and significant projects, ensuring that the model’s image remains exclusive to the brand. Typically, these contracts have a duration of several years, ultimately elevating the model’s market value.
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